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different structural forms have been syn
thesized to fabricate various electronic 
devices and sensors due to their unique 
functional properties. Despite its unique 
features, straightforward synthesis, and 
most importantly patterning, of high 
quality (high conductivity) carbon struc
tures in a scalable approach is quite chal
lenging. Toward this, initial groundworks 
have already shown promising routes to 
produce highly conductive carbon struc
tures. Over the past few decades, decrease 
in the electrical resistivity of polymers 
have been reported through ion beam 
bombardment, pyrolysis by thermal radia
tion, and visible laser ablation by photo
thermal or photophysical.[1–5] Among 
these, initial observations took place to 

convert polyimide substrates into electrically conductive films 
(1016 to 3 × 10−3  Ω cm) is by ion beam bombardment in the 
keV range, ascribed as beaminduced carbonization, in which 
the chemical structure of the polymer material is forced to 
drastically convert into highly crosslinked carbon structures. 
On the other hand, pyrolysis process that undergo thermo
chemical decomposition of polymer material in the absence of 
oxygen yields carbon. Although considerable electrical resistivi
ties down to 10−2 Ω cm have been achieved by these methods, 
they are timeconsuming in the case of ion beams or have poor 
surface quality and inefficient to produce spatial resolution.[6] 
Later, lasers have evolved to directly write desired carbon pat
terns on polyimide substrates without any additional process 
or treatment to the substrate.[7–9] Thereafter, wide variety of 
lasers with different wavelengths have been studied to tune 
the physical and chemical properties of the PI films for various 
applications.[10–18] Similarly, blending polymers or nanoparticles 
or doping with polyimide material or with other polymers fol
lowed by laserinduced graphene have also been reported.[19–24] 
Among these, temperature sensors produced by laserinduced 
carbonization, more importantly exhibiting stable and linear 
response to temperature have not been reported yet.

The demand of realtime monitoring systems based on 
flexible sensors is rapidly increasing in the biomedical field 
specifically in the healthcare industry. As it is known that the 
thermoregulation system of human body maintains homeo
stasis boundaries and body temperature plays a vital role in 
human healthcare settings.[25] A human body temperature 

Wearable on-skin electronic devices that can monitor temperature in real time 
are of significant interest for personalized mobile health monitoring. Here, 
a flexible temperature sensor directly patterned by laser-induced carboniza-
tion on Kapton polyimide films integrated with flexible printed circuit boards 
is reported. The proposed sensor design possessing high resistance values 
exhibits high-linear and stable response to temperatures when integrated 
with flexible printed circuit boards (FPCBs) to enable continuous monitoring. 
The anisotropic conductive film bonding technique is used to obtain the 
stable real-time monitoring data under various complex environments. The 
sensor integration with a wearable patch based FPCB establishes conformal 
contacts with human skin and allows wireless sensing capabilities smoothly 
in real time. This kind of approach can enable multifunctional sensors to be 
directly laser patterned on FPCBs without any additional interfacing.
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1. Introduction

Flexible electronic devices with the newly developed nano
materials through straightforward laser writing have been 
emerged with unique functionality. Unlike, conventional 
rigid electronics, flexibility offers thin, lightweight, lowcost, 
mechanical stability, and conformability. As of now, the most 
widely used unconventional substrates for flexible electronic 
devices include polyethylene terephthalate (PET), polyethylene 
naphthalate (PEN), and polyimide (PI). Among these, PI has 
been a strong candidate for interfacing with flexible printed 
circuit board electronics due to its high thermal stability, excel
lent mechanical stability, and dielectric properties. Thus, flex
ible electronics devices with PI as a substrate material have 
been widely reported. On the other hand, elemental carbon in 
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outside the normal range predicts a disease or its progres
sion that requires realtime monitoring system for early diag
nosis.[26,27] Thus, a smart system is highly demanding for con
tinuous monitoring of body temperature so that a user can 
take necessary steps from preventing body temperature related 
diseases. In addition, it is required to not only develop smart 
devices but also provide accurate and precise information of 
body temperature under complex environments.

Herein, we report a stable and highly linear temperature sen
sors of laserinduced carbonization of PI substrates produced 
by rapid benchtop nanopulsed laser machine. The sensor 
exhibited temperature coefficient of resistance of 0.00142 °C−1. 
The laserinduced carbonized (LIC) temperature sensor exhibits 
linear and stable behavior under various temperature. In addi
tion, to verify the sensitivity of the proposed laserinduced car
bonized temperature sensor the potential applications such as 
blowing, finger touching, breathing, and coldhot water tests 
were performed. The prepared sensor shows excellent sensitivity 
in a short time with higher accuracy and greater stability. To 
assemble the smart wearable healthcare device as a conformable 
flexible device, the part of electronic circuit components, i.e., a 
customized signal processing integrated circuit (IC), a wireless 
communication system (Bluetooth (BLE) module), and a battery 
were mounted on the flexible printed circuit board (FPCB). The 
anisotropic conductive film (ACF) bonding technique is used 
to bond the proposed temperature sensor with FPCB at 200 °C 
to obtain stable and accurate biological signals under complex 
environments. In addition, multilayer biocompatible patch 
design is utilized for attaching the smart flexible device on any 
part of human body for temperature monitoring. The custom
built smartphone android application is developed to provide 
realtime monitoring of body temperature to aid in medical 
checkups for patients and assist the caregiver to take necessary 
steps in emergency situations. This approach is rapid, scalable, 
and can be applicable to rolltoroll process for mass production, 
thus, providing a new platform in the healthcare industry.

2. Result and Discussion

The proposed patchbased biomedical device can easily be 
attached on any part of human body (attached on left rib in 
Figure  1a), able to achieve accurate temperature monitoring 
through customized signal processing system as shown in 
Figure  1a. The proposed temperature monitoring biomedical 
device consists of: 1) laserinduced carbonized temperature 
sensor, 2) battery, 3) switch, 4) customized signal processing 
IC, 5) Wheatstone bridge, and (6) microcontroller with BLE 
module as labeled in Figure 1a. The entire operating system of 
proposed biomedical device such as amplifying, modulating, 
signal filtering, and transmitting the temperature signals is 
described in more details in the Experimental Section. The 
fabrication process of the proposed laserinduced carbonized 
temperature sensor is sequentially elaborated in Figure  1b–g 
and described in detail in the Experimental Section. The tem
perature sensor is designed to have circular patterns for highly 
resistive and stable temperature sensors. The patterned sensor 
exhibited a high resistance of 200 kΩ, essential for lowpower 
consumption. In addition, the test setup was organized to 

configure the power consumption of laserinduced carbonized 
temperature sensor, described in Section S1 (Supporting Infor
mation). The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image per
taining to the optimized laser parameters is shown in Figure S1 
(Supporting Information). The sensor processed by maskless 
programmable benchtop laser machine ensures rapid fabrica
tion of the sensor for lowcost wearable electronic devices.[28] 
Straightforward synthesis of highquality graphene by facile 
laser carbonization technique for various applications has been 
reported recently.[10–18,29–35] Moreover, different lasers with dif
ferent wavelengths have been applied to demonstrate various 
applications like sound, strain, urea, and gas sensors. For real
time monitoring of proposed temperature sensor, a patchbased 
biomedical device was mounted on the human body for more 
than 7 h as described in Figure 1h, distinguished by open state 
and attached to body. The results explain stable and accurate 
realtime monitoring of body temperature through the pre
sented smart biomedical device.

Raman spectroscopy for the characterization of lasertreated 
PI films was carried out to know the structural information, as 
well as defects and disorders introduced during the laser car
bonization process. Raman spectra of the laser carbonized film 
with the optimized laser parameters are shown in Figure 2a. 
The spectra of the lasertreated PI films exhibited two main 
dominant peaks (D and G peaks), around ≈1350 and ≈1580 cm−1,  
respectively. The D band originates from a hybridized vibrational 
mode related to the disordered sp2hybridized graphitic struc
tures and indicates the presence of defects in the system. Also, 
the G peak represents a graphitederived structure and while 2D 
peak at ≈2700 cm−1 resulting from secondorder resonance indi
cating complete graphitization of PI film. From Figure 2a, it is 
observed that the optimized carbonized films showed two peaks 
(G and D) with a broad 2D peak suggesting that the films are 
more likely to be glasslike carbon.[36] However, the ID/IG ratio 
confirms the crystalline nature of the optimized laser ablated 
surface.[37] Xray diffraction (XRD) was conducted to know the 
crystal structure of the ablated surface (Figure 2b). It is evident 
that a prominent peak is observed at 2θ = 26°, representing the 
graphitic (002) crystal planes. This gives an interlayer spacing 
(dspacing) of ≈3.4 Å, well matched with the graphitic phase, 
calculated using Bragg’s diffraction. A (100) peak at ≈43° and 
(004) peak at 53.2° are also shown, which are commonly pre
sent in graphitic carbons reflection. Moreover, the XRD data of 
the ablated PI films suggest that glassy carbon with layers of 
graphitelike microcrystallites are connected to one another by 
randomly misaligned regions.[38–40] Unlike glassy carbon having 
strong sp2 graphitization, amorphous carbon has a tendency 
of sp3 hybridization with disorder in atomic scale. Xray photo
electron spectroscopy (XPS) data for highresolution C 1s, N 1s, 
and O 1s peaks were obtained for the polyimide substrate before 
and after laser treatment. Full scan of the XPS data and table 
providing the atomic concentrations of the polyimide substrate 
before and after laser treatment is depicted in Figure S2a–c 
(Supporting Information). To understand the effect of laser car
bonization, the spectra were deconvoluted using a Gaussian–
Lorentzian decomposition into individual peaks for further 
analysis. It was found that carbon containing species at binding 
energies: CC/CC/CH at 284  eV, CN at 285  eV, CO at 
286  eV, and CO at 287  eV were determined (Figure  2c,e). 
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Similarly, oxygen and nitrogen containing species at binding 
energies: aromatic (CO) at 530 and aromatic ether group 
(COC) at 532.5 eV for oxygen, and amide 399 eV for nitrogen 
were detected, see Figure 2d and Figure S2d (Supporting Infor
mation). Compared to the original PI films, the peaks obtained 
for lasertreated samples showed a considerable increase in the 
CC peak, while decrease in CO, COC, and CN bonds, 
representing that the laser is able to break the carbonrelated 
bonds of the untreated PI films and while the others nitrogen 

and oxygen are escaped as gases. Also, oxygen content is signifi
cantly decreased, which is generally observed in laser carbon
ized PI films. So, it can be understood that the carbonrelated 
compounds of the PI film significantly break down to produce a 
large content of carbon. Moreover, the ablated films dominated 
by sp2carbons are in agreement with the Raman and XRD data.

Temperature sensors for monitoring human body thermoreg
ulations are of significant interest for healthcare applications. 
Toward this, various temperature sensors with carbonbased 
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Figure 1. A concept and fabrication process of proposed LIG based temperature sensor. a) Patch-based biomedical device attached on left rib of human 
body (left side) and real image of flexible printed circuit board (FPCB) layout along with proposed temperature sensors (right side). b–g) Sequential 
fabrication process of laser-induced carbonized temperature sensor. h) Real-time monitoring data information of body temperature while attached to 
human body up to 7.5 h.
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materials as a sensing layer have been widely adopted.[41–48] 
For that reason, laserpatterned carbonized films are applied to 
demonstrate a stable and highly linear temperature sensor. The 
temperature sensing of the proposed sensor was measured over 
the temperature range of −10 to 60  °C, exhibiting broad tem
perature sensing behavior including human skin temperatures, 
as shown in Figure  3a. The sensor exhibited a negative tem
perature coefficient of resistance (NTCR) of value 0.00142 °C−1  
with high linear (R2  = 0.999) and stable responses. It was 
observed that the sensor was stable at all the temperature  
−10 to 60  °C (with 5  °C of intervals) for 10  min, shown in 
Figure 3b. The proposed temperature sensor was measured over 
the range of temperature from 30 to 46 °C (with 2 °C of interval) 
which is quite enough for human body  temperature range, 
described in Figure  3c. The normalized resistance response 
of the sensor exhibited stable linear characteristics. Herein, 
the normalized resistance is defined as ∆R/R0  = R0  − R/R0, 

where R represents the resistance value at various temperature 
(30–46 °C) and R0 represents the resistance value at a reference 
temperature of 30 °C. To verify the proposed temperature sensor 
response, the temperature value was fluctuated from 40 to 30 °C 
(with an interval of 3 min) for 18 min (Figure 3d). Due to stability 
and high linearity of the proposed sensor, which is large enough 
to operate as a temperature sensor using a prepossessing block 
such as an amplifier and an analogtodigital converter. After pre
possessing, the accuracy of the measured temperature becomes 
±0.2  °C from 30 to 40  °C in a vacuum chamber and which is 
same as that of the most widely used commercial temperature 
sensors, namely, SHT2x, DM6801B, and wireless thermometer 
(WT702, raiing). Thus, the performance proposed temperature 
sensor is comparable to the commercial ones. Additionally, 
resistivebased sensors that are mostly pressure sensitive and 
moisture dependent are now need to be carefully addressed, 
because motion artifacts and moisture levels from the body 
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Figure 2. Material characterization of proposed temperature sensor. a) Raman spectroscopy analysis and b) X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis of laser-
induced carbonized temperatures sensor. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis of carbon and oxygen in c,d) laser induced carbonized film 
and e,f) pristine polyimide (PI) film.
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and environmental conditions during daytoday life physical 
activities may alter the temperature values of the sensor. So, the 
qualitative information of the temperature can be ambiguous. 
A pressure (20 kPa) was applied to the sensor at fixed temper
ature of 20  °C and there was no significant change in resist
ance (Figure 3e). Moreover, the sensor exposed to pressure and 
humidity depicted a negligible change in resistance (Figure 3f). 
Even though, a slight humiditydependent sensor performance 
was shown, but the relative change in resistance (∆R/R0) for rise 
in relative humidities from 30% to 80%, are well below than, 
the relative change in resistance for 1 °C raise in temperature. 
In other words, even if the body temperature and humidity are 
simultaneously increased by 2 °C (minimum deviation) and RH 
50% (maximum), the error in temperature measured due to the 
change in humidity can be ±0.8  °C. In addition, the proposed 
temperature sensor for realtime monitoring of body tempera
ture needs to be capable of high flexibility to obtain accurate and 
precise measurements under complex environments. For that, 

the cyclic bending test of proposed temperature was performed 
up to 5000 cycles with radius of curvature 5  mm and results 
show a stable behavior during the experiment (Figure S3, Sup
porting Information).

On the other hand, the sensor was displayed to detect and 
monitor various human health related activities. The breath 
monitoring is presented in Figure 4a. The sensor was attached 
to the gas mask with the aid of doublesided tape and it is clearly 
seen that as the subject start to breathe in and out, a general 
trend of increase and decrease of resistance is monitored with 
the resistance reaching a steady state as the breathing stopped 
immediately. Also, when hot and cold water were dropped fol
lowed by removal on top of the encapsulated PET covering the 
sensor, exhibited response time of ≈1 s for sensing and ≈20 s 
for reaching a steady state, as shown in Figure 4b. Besides few 
 seconds response time of the proposed sensor, sensors exhib
iting millisecond response time have also been reported.[49,50] 
Similarly, sensor sensitive to touching with finger and blowing 
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Figure 3. Electrical characterization of proposed temperature sensor. a) Normalized resistance measurements under different temperature ranges 
from −10 to 60 °C (with interval of 5 °C). b) The sensor’s stability test from −10 to 60 °C with an interval 5 °C for 10 min. c) The resistance variations 
of temperature sensor ranges from 30 to 46 °C (with interval of 2 °C). d) The sensor response behavior at temperature fluctuation from 30 to 40 °C 
with an interval of 3 min at each temperature up to 18 min. e) The pressure dependency test by applying pressure of 20 kPa at constant temperature 
of 20 °C. f) Effect of humidity on resistance variation.
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by mouth was also shown in Figure 4c,d, respectively. Images 
pertaining to each application are provided as an inset in 
Figure  4. These applications demonstrate that the proposed 
temperature is qualified not only for body temperature meas
urements but also for other healthcare industrial applications.

The underlying temperature sensing mechanism of the pro
posed sensor can be understood and verified through various 
carbonbased materials showing NTCR behaving like semicon
ducting properties. The charge transport in sensors exhibiting 
NTCR include reduced graphene oxide (rGO) and multiwall 
CNT is mainly governed by the semiconducting properties of 
the interlayered hexagonal carbon structures verified through 
experimental and theoretical analysis. During thermal excita
tion, the charge carriers jump either from the impurity/defect 
states to conduction band or valence band depending on the 
location of defect levels, which leads to decrease in resistance. 
Increase in electrical conductivity can also be understood by 
hopping and tunneling of charge carrier transport between 
neighboring rGO sheet to sheet, thereby, overcome the barrier 
potentials.[48,51,52] Effect of lattice vibrational properties on elec
trical conductivity while considering charge carrier scattering 
within the rGO flakes has also been reported.[45] Apart from 
the conduction of charge carriers, electron–phonon scattering, 
impurities, defects, and edges of flakes are the primary contri
butions in their own dynamics. Because, the phonons being 
heat carriers play a key role during heat transportation. During 
thermal excitation, the unhybridized π electrons in the sp2 
hybridized hexagonal lattice of the disorder graphene are scat
tered by both thermally generated charge carriers and phonons. 
These scatterings are temperature dependent in which variable 

range hopping and electron–phonon scattering mechanisms 
are dominant at low temperature and high temperature.[47] 
Based on these mechanisms, the temperature sensing of defec
tive glasslike carbon structures that possess disordered crystal
line domains of sp2 hybridized hexagonal structures exhibiting 
NTCR can be interpreted similar to that of a semiconductor 
type. For the cases of sensor response above 300 K is analyzed 
with the Arrhenius equation (R–T relation), expressed as: 
R(T) = R0exp(−Eg/kBT), where R is the resistance at certain tem
perature T, R0 is the resistance at initial temperature, Eg is the 
activation energy, and k is the Boltzmann constant. The acti
vation energy obtained for the curve plotted with ln(R) versus 
1000/T is ≈9 meV and which is low compared to that of the 
previous reports (Figure S4, Supporting Information).[45,47,52–55] 
The reason for low activation energy might be due to thermally 
excited free charge carriers in case of the glasslike carbon 
structures, which are mainly scattered by defects, edge of 
domains, and electron–phonon interactions.[56,57] The crystal
lites of the carbon being smaller in size (≈4.52 nm) contribute 
to the large grain boundary area thereby enhanced scattering 
of the charge carriers. Therefore, restricts the effective way of 
increasing charge carrier transport through tunneling process. 
Moreover, previous studies on the glassy carbon structures sug
gest a similar behavior of resistance versus temperature.[56]

Overall, with the advantages obsessed by the laser carboni
zation technique, the highly linear and stable temperature 
sensor has been applied to demonstrate a wearable patch
based sensor to deliver realtime temperature information to 
the personalized smartphone. A wearable patchbased smart 
device is attached to the right arm of human body as shown 
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Figure 4. Some other application tests of proposed temperature sensor. a) Breath monitoring test while the sensor’s attached to the lab mask. b) Hot 
and cold water drop test performed by simply dropping the hot and cold water drops on the sensor. c) Blowing test was performed by simply blowing 
on the sensor. d) Finger touch test was performed by simply touching the sensor at the top, with inset images shown in each case.
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in Figure 5a and the custombuilt android application is elabo
rated in the inset of Figure 5a which displays the realtime data 
stream of temperature monitoring. The entire operating system 
of proposed biomedical device is described in the flowchart in 
Figure 5b, elaborating the process in following way: 1) First, the 
analog signals obtained from laserinduced carbonized tem
perature sensor amplified by chopping stabilized amplifier after 
passing the signals from Wheatstone bridge resistive network, 
2) to filter the noises from the amplified signals of temperature 
sensor, a lowpass filet was used, 3) the filtered analog signals 
then digitized using 16bit deltasigma modulator, and 4) the 
digitized biological signals then wirelessly transmitted via BLE 
module and stored in cloud server simultaneously. The perfor
mance of the signaltonoise ratio through the signal measuring 
path is limited to 50  dB, which is enough to display the tem
perature data with the targeted accuracy and the range (±0.2 °C 
from 30 to 40 °C). In addition, the structure of measuring elec
tronics is described in Figure S5 (Supporting Information). To 
obtain strong bonding between proposed temperature sensor 
and FPCB, ACF bonding technique has been introduced which 
operates at 200 °C to provide accurate and precise information 

of body temperature (Figure 5c). The wearable patch possessing 
adhesion, breathable, and water absorbing layers ensures con
formal contacts to skin without producing any adverse effects. 
At the same time, continuous monitoring of temperature is 
also essential before the FPCB battery gets drained out. For that 
reason, the patch of temperature sensor is designed in three 
layers: 1) protection layer made up of hydrophilic polyurethane 
film that protects human skin and device module, 2) sensor and 
FPCB layer consists of proposed temperature sensor and device 
module to obtain biological signals with high accuracy, and 3) 
adhesive layer which is able to absorb moisture obtained from 
human body and attach to human skin conformally (Figure 5d).

3. Conclusion

Rapid manufacturing of highly stable and linear flexible tem
perature sensor via laserinduced carbonization capable of 
delivering realtime monitoring of human skin tempera
ture through wireless for mobile healthcare applications was 
proposed in this study. The sensor exhibited quick responses to 

Adv. Mater. Technol. 2020, 2000014

Figure 5. Operating system and patch design of proposed biomedical device. a) The proposed biomedical device attached to the human body (left 
arm) and inset is the customized android application. b) Flowchart of entire operating system for data acquisition from proposed temperature sensor. 
c) Boding mechanism of sensor and FPCB modules by ACF bonding method. d) Patch design layout of the proposed biomedical device.
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human activities that are necessary for healthrelated subjects. 
Due to high stability and linearity, the temperature equivalent 
digital processing is straightforward and therefore was able to 
realize sensor for practical applications. The facile fabrication 
of LICbased temperature sensors can enable other potential 
applications compatible with traditional FPCBs.

4. Experimental Section
Sensor Fabrication: Commercially available Kapton (PI) sheets with 

thickness of 125 µm were purchased and used as received without any 
additional treatments to the surface. Small pieces of PI were cut into 
an appropriate dimension and cleaned with IPA in an ultrasonicator. 
The cleaned PI substrates were rinsed with deionized (DI) water for 
three times and then subjected to a laser carbonization. A bench-top 
programmable laser machine (INLASER, Korea) with a wavelength of 
1064 nm which costs ≈28 000 $ was used in this process. No additional 
steps were involved for setup to fabricate the sensor. The overall process 
time to fabricate the sensor was achieved within few minutes and mainly 
depends on the size of the sensor. Desired patterns were designed in 
AutoCAD, which were then later fed into the laser machine to form carbon 
traces within the surface of the PI substrate. Mask-less laser-induced 
carbonization procedure is schematically illustrated in Figure 1b–g. The 
laser beam size, frequency, and scanning speed are 20 µm, 100 kHz, and 
500 mm min−1. After the laser irradiation, Au of 100 nm thickness was 
deposited by E-beam by placing shadow mask aligning the carbonized 
contact pads. Finally, the substrate was encapsulated with sticky PET to 
avoid interaction with environment moieties.

Material Characterization: Microscopic images of the laser carbonized 
substrates were obtained by Olympus Microscope. X-ray diffraction 
was performed using SmartLab, Rigaku Corp. Raman spectroscopy and 
XPS were carried out by using WITec confocal raman, alpha 300 R, and 
ThermoFisher Scientific, K-Alpha+, respectively.

Electrical and Mechanical Measurements: Electrical current–voltage 
(I–V) was carried out by Keithley 4200-SCS where the temperature 
was controlled via hot chuck controller (HCC) system and mechanical 
measurements were carried out by ultimate tensile machine (UTM) 
Mark 10 Corp. (model ESM303).

Customized Circuit Design: The proposed laser-induced carbonized 
temperature sensor was mounted on FPCB using ACF bonding method. 
For real-time monitoring of body temperature, a customized signal 
processing IC and readout integrated circuit (ROIC) were designed to 
display body temperature data stream at mobile application. For this 
purpose, a conventional amplifying, filtering, and digitizing technique 
was utilized by customizing chopping stabilized amplifier, low-
pass filter, and Digital I2C interface microcontroller, respectively. To 
generate noise-free differential voltage signal, a Wheatstone resistive 
bridge network was formed for obtaining the temperature signals 
from proposed temperature sensor. The differential voltage signals 
obtained from Wheatstone bridge network was amplified by 30  dB 
and flicker noise was generated in amplifying process to deteriorate 
the temperature signals. A two-stage amplifier based on chopping 
stabilized amplifier was utilized to suppress the flicker noise of the 
amplifier. After suppressing the flicker noise, the output voltage of 
amplifier is defined as Vin × Gm1/Gm2 × ((R1+2) × R2)/R1 with a reduction 
loop of Gm4 and Gm5 (Figure S6, Supporting Information). Then flicker 
noise was shifted to high frequency and filtered by low-pass filter. After 
filtering the analog signal, the temperature signals then digitized and 
wirelessly transmitted to the smartphone application using BLE module 
(SESUBPANT2541).

The experiments involving human subjects have been performed 
with the full, informed consent of the volunteers. To obtain preliminary 
data as a pilot study, the Institutional Review Boards of an affiliated 
university approval was obtained prior to human application (IRB no. 
Y-2017-0031).

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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